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Economy 

 

Good governance most critical to graduation from LDC status 

 Good governance is most critical in ensuring Bangladesh's sustainable graduation from the least-developed 

country (LDC) status, experts said Saturday, as it entails challenges in aid and trade. LDC graduation is not the 

end of the road, rather it is a milestone, they observed. It does not ensure structural transformation. Therefore, 

qualitative transition is very important. 

 Their views came at a Public Dialogue on 'Bangladesh's Graduation from the LDC Group: Pitfalls and Promises' 

held in Dhaka Saturday. Country's leading think-tank Centre for Policy Dialogue organised the event for 

deliberations on the pros and cons of the status change as Bangladesh is poised to say goodbye to world's 

poor-country club. 

 Experts at the dialogue observed that the role of government is critical to ensuring smooth graduation from the 

LDC status through creating enabling environment for investment, economic diversification and use of LDC-

specific external assistance. Analysing data from the peer economies which are on the path to LDC graduation, 

Dr. Debapriya Bhattacharya of CPD observed that Bangladesh is found to be weaker in attracting FDI, labour 

productivity and export diversification compared to co-graduating countries. 

 "However, it has a strong manufacturing sector and robust economic growth compared to others," the 

economist said about the positive factors that count in determining a country's status in the community of 

nations. Noting that the countries which have already graduated from the LDC status have exhibited slowing 

economic growth, falling shares of ODA and remittances thereafter, the CPD Distinguished Fellow called for 

structural shift towards high value-added industries, strengthening governance, mobilizing domestic resources, 

developing infrastructure and investing in human development. 

 Mentioning that Bangladesh is currently enjoying preferential market access in a large number of developed 

countries, experts also warned that export earnings may drop in the aftermath of graduation following the loss 

of preferential-trade benefits. 

 "After graduation, Bangladesh's export will face an additional 6.7 per cent tariff in these markets, which could 

result in an export loss of around $2.7 billion. United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) 

estimates that exports may fall by 5.5 per cent to 7.5 per cent," said Mia Seppo, UN Resident Coordinator in 

Bangladesh. 

 In this context, he called for formulating a comprehensive exit plan to effectively offset the withdrawal of trade 

supports from developed economies. "While fulfilling the criteria of LDC graduation is a moment to celebrate, 

we should still be mindful of inequality prevailing in the country," said Prime Minister's Foreign Affairs Adviser 

Gowher Rizvi. 

 "And global experience shows that when growth rate increases, remedy for inequality becomes much more 

difficult," he noted about the flipside of the growth in the event of not maintaining a balance in redistribution of 

its benefits. The foreign affairs' adviser also pointed out that despite recent reduction in poverty rate, the 

country is far from eradicating the curse of poverty. 

 "We know our effort to eradicate poverty has been quite impressive, but we have not been able yet to eradicate 

poverty," Mr Rizvi told the meet. He added: "No country which has corruption has been able to eradicate 

poverty... Therefore, we must be mindful and careful about the question of governance so that this achievement 

does not get compromised." 

 Professor Rehman Sobhan, Chairman of the CPD, said the main transition point really depends on the quality of 

governance and the nature of the institutional arrangements. He noted that Bangladesh is already endowed with 

strong entrepreneurial capability, dynamic and competitive working-age population, capable and hardworking 

farmers and a large number of migrants spread across the world. 

 "Now, we need appropriate policies to incentivise those farmers, those entrepreneurs, those working population 

and those migrants to be part of the development process," said the economics professor. According to a World 

Bank assessment, Bangladesh has become a lower-middle- income country in terms of Gross National Income 

per capita (GNI), joining those with annual incomes of $1,046 to $4,125. 

 

From: http://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/first-page/good-governance-most-critical-to-graduation-from-ldc-status-

1520699535  
 
Stagnant pvt investment poses a major challenge 

 A "stagnant" state of private-sector investment as a ratio to GDP (gross domestic product) would stand as one of 

major challenges facing Bangladesh for smooth transition from the LDC status. Speakers at a dialogue Saturday 

in the city made such observations, and they called for an overhaul of the administrative machinery and 

smoothing the ways for both domestic and foreign investments. 

 They noted that though the contribution of the public-sector investment to the gross domestic product (GDP) 

keeps increasing, the situation of the private sector remains stagnant-around 22 per cent for a decade. It needs 

to be enhanced to cope with the challenges Bangladesh might face once it graduates to developing country, 

they said in one of their major recommendations for graduation preparation. 
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 Calling upon the government machinery to bring necessary changes in its policies to create an investment-

friendly climate, they emphasised coordinated efforts to reduce the cost of finance, structural reforms to ensure 

financial-sector governance and proper screening for driving the private-sector investment into the productive 

sector. 

 The predictions and observations came at the third session titled 'Graduating in a Brave New World' of CPD 

(Centre for Policy Dialogue) public dialogue on 'Bangladesh's Graduation from the LDC Group: Pitfalls and 

Promises'. Chairing the session, former Governor of Bangladesh Bank Dr Mohammed Farashuddin said 

Bangladesh remained almost stuck in terms of private- sector investment-to-GDP ratio over the years, which is a 

major concern. 

 He suggested that the government should find out policies as to why the private sector is reluctant to come in a 

much bigger way and why illicit financial flows cannot be stopped. It's shameful, the banking expert said about 

the failing to stop fund flight and roping the money in productive investment. 

 "If we can stop it, the money will be invested here and there will be more tax revenues and the private sector will 

grow. There must be some missing links or rigidity because we don't have the right monetary policy, or is the 

appreciation of local currency hurting us more than the policymakers aware of," he told the audience. The ex-

central bank governor said the country needs to examine the coordination between fiscal, monetary and 

exchange policies. 

 Citing intentional currency depreciation by the country's trading competitors like India, Indonesia and Thailand, 

he said the conscious move helped them get their export grow more than Bangladesh. "I have a suspicion that 

we must have to look at it," he said. Talking about the possible economic shocks, Director of Policy Research 

Institute (PRI) Dr. Ahmad Ahsan said the RMG (readymade garment) industry runs with little profit margin of 

about 2.0 or 3.0 per cent and then to face 7.0 or 8.0 percent tariff increase would be quite a shock for them. 

 He said private-sector investment declined in recent times, sending a bad signal to FDI (foreign direct 

investment). Suggesting improving the investment climate, he said China's outbound investment worth $100 

billion flows across various parts of the world. He posed a question: "Why the money (Chinese investment) is not 

coming to Bangladesh? Why do we get only $2.0 billion whereas Vietnam and Indonesia get $8.0 or $9.0 

billion?" 

 Citing infrastructure deficit and political uncertainty as two major reasons behind the reluctance of foreign 

investors, he particularly emphasized maintenance of infrastructure and proper urban development. While 

presenting a paper, CPD Research Fellow Towfiqul Islam said Bangladesh, while preparing for LDC graduation, 

should not only review the existing policy regime but also accelerating implementation of policies, plans, acts, 

strategies and initiatives. 

 He said improving investment environment through financial-sector reforms, tax and legal reforms, better 

governance and business regulations are also important. Keith Thompson, team Leader, Growth and Private 

Sector Development, DFID Bangladesh, and CPD Executive Director Dr Fahmida Khatun, among others, also 

spoke at the meet. 

 

From:  http://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/last-page/stagnant-pvt-investment-poses-a-major-challenge-1520699825  

 

High tariff could knock exports as B'desh graduates from LDC 

 Bangladesh could face an additional 6.7 per cent tariffs on an average after its graduation from the least-

developed country, resulting in an export loss of US$ 2.7 billion annually, an economist has estimated. Around 

8.7 per cent of the possible tariffs would come into force from the European Union alone, followed by 3.9 per 

cent with non-EU and 7.3 per cent with Canada. 

 The revelation came Saturday at a public dialogue on "Bangladesh's Graduation from the LDC Group: Pitfalls and 

Promises" organised by the private think-tank Center for Policy Dialogue in Dhaka."The estimated export loss of 

$ 2.7 billion (was) equivalent to about 8.7 per cent of its global exports in the fiscal year 2015," Mustafizur 

Rahman, distinguished fellow at the Center for Policy Dialogue (CPD), said, adding the UNCTAD also estimates 

the export decline in the range of 5.5 per cent to 7.5 per cent. He presented the keynote paper in the second 

session of the dialogue. 

 Unless Bangladesh manages to renegotiate through bilateral agreement or as part of regional trade 

arrangements, it will face MFN tariff rates following LDC graduation or reduced preferential margins under 

standard GSP scheme in the EU market, Mr Rahman said. He recommended that Bangladesh should take the 

reviews supposed to be taken place in 2018 to 2030 seriously and penetrate its policy according to the 

challenges emerging from the reviews. 

 Some graduate countries have sought extension and Bangladesh should remain engaged with the development 

partners with regard to market access while diversifying its financing sources, he added. A B Mirza Azizul Islam, 

former advisor to the caretaker government, chaired the session. Foreign secretary Md Shahidul Haque was the 

guest of honour, which was also attended by World Bank Bangladesh lead economist Zahid Hussain and 

Swedish ambassador to Dhaka Charlotta Schlyter. 
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 CPD research director Khondaker Golam Moazzem also presented another paper titled "Business as usual trend 

of structural transformation: Can it ensure graduation with momentum?" Bangladesh will lose international 

support in certain areas, like concessional ODA (official development assistance), erosion of trade preferences, 

special treatment for intellectual property obligation and technical assistance, Mr Islam said. 

 That would happen at a time when global environment is becoming "less hospitable" if not entirely hostile to 

free trade, immigration, climate change and also official development aid, he said. World Bank's Hussain, said, 

"There are a lot of uncertainties with regard to what will happen and what will need to be done to face the 

erosion of preferences." Terming the erosion out of the two risks that might come with 

 The LDC graduation involves risks, though Bangladesh will get breathing space until 2027. The cost of financing 

will also increase in the next two years with the graduation from concessional finance, he said, adding there 

would also be opportunities with many different windows of financing sources. 

 He raised the question of how to face the new challenges emerging from the technological transformation, 

particularly with the arrival of automation and use of robot and whether Bangladesh is prepared enough to 

handle that kind of challenge. 

 Mr Islam suggested increasing investment, particularly the private sector investment, which remains stagnant at 

22 per cent of the GDP and FDI, saying the proportion of FDI is the lowest in the country. Terming the recent 

developments in the financial sector 'worrisome', he said, "We must deal with these as soon as possible and 

ensure that the credit flow going to the private sector is actually utilised for productive investment rather than 

unproductive activities." 

 Though the country exports about 1,300 items, some 80 per cent contribution comes from one sector, he said, 

placing importance on looking into the problems whether it is on the demand side or supply side and export 

diversification. Bangladesh performed poorly in export diversification compared to India, Indonesia, Pakistan and 

Vietnam, Mr Moazzem said while presenting his keynote paper. 

 Bangladesh needs to undertake time-bound measures to develop a strong foundation for structural 

transformation focused on raising productivity to reduce the productivity gap with its peer competing countries. 

The graduation would not be an unmixed blessing for Bangladesh as the majority of the LDCs suffer severe 

transformation deficits, he said, adding the country had experienced slow progress in structural transformation 

over the past decades. 

 While the share of agriculture in GDP has significantly decreased, that of total employment did not decrease so 

much, he said. Major actions are required in three areas-micro-economic management, setting sectoral priorities 

and strengthening institutional governance, he said, suggesting measures for encouraging higher investment 

and foreign direct investment towards export-oriented manufacturing through transfer of better technology and 

managerial skills to encourage structural change. 

 He also recommended the modernisation of service sector in terms of both technology and skills. One of the 

challenges, the foreign secretary said, is to keep the country stable politically, economically, culturally and 

socially. Noting that the climate change is happening fast, he said businesses should take the issue seriously. 

 Regarding humanitarian crisis, he said that it has an impact on politics, economy and the stability of the country 

and region. The sessions' recommendation also included improving ease of doing business, improvement of 

governance, enhance productivity through enhancing enrollment and the expansion of higher education in line 

with the demand. 

 

From:   http://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/trade-market/high-tariff-could-knock-exports-as-bdesh-graduates-from-ldc-

1520697939 

 

Oceangoing vessels promise great returns 

 Bangladeshi businesses spend up to $8-$9 billion annually as freight charge and local oceangoing vessels can 

tap only 2 percent of the market at best for dearth of vessels. The rest of the freight charge, generated from the 

country's ballooning exports and imports, goes to foreign vessel operators in the absence of investment in the 

sector, said industry operators. 

 Owners linked the high import cost of ships, high operating costs and prevalence of withholding tax as the main 

reasons for the lack of investment. “Just with a conducive fiscal policy, you can enable 1 percent GDP growth in 

no time,” said SK Bashir Uddin, vice-chairman of Bangladesh Oceangoing Ship Owners Association (BOSOA), 

citing Bangladesh's rising imports, especially bulk cargo. 

 Bangladesh imported 66 million tonnes of cargo in fiscal 2016-17, up 14 percent from a year earlier, according 

to cargo handling statistics by the Chittagong Port Authority. And yet, the local operators cannot capitalise on 

the growth in cargo for shortage of oceangoing ships. Bangladesh had 85 oceangoing ships four-five years ago, 

but the number of vessels has now dropped to 35. 

 Between 2013 and 2015 owners sold off their vessels for declining freight rates and high operating costs, 

according to operators. And from fiscal 2014-15, the cost of vessels rose after the withdrawal of VAT exemption 

benefit for import and manufacture of ships. “Continuing this business became an unviable proposition when 

the government withdrew the VAT waiver benefit,” said Bashir, also the managing director of Akij Group, which 

has a fleet of seven oceangoing ships. 
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 Entrepreneurs have to pay advance income tax to purchase ships. “There is no tax on any capital good in 

Bangladesh save for ships. For this reason, local entrepreneurs do not find this area worthy of investment.” At 

present, 7-8 companies are active in business, according to Bashir.  “We should think how we can build the 

capacity of 2,000 ships, which will also create high-value employment.” 

 The government should provide cash incentive to entrepreneurs apart from providing duty benefit and VAT 

waiver to kick-start the sector, he said. Up to $1 billion of investment will come in the sector in the next two 

years if the government offers cash incentive, Bashir said. 

 “Investment would grow exponentially,” he added. Last month, the National Board of Revenue took an initiative 

to waive VAT on import and manufacture of oceangoing ships, said a senior official of the NBR. “A large amount 

of foreign currency goes to foreign shipping lines in the form of freight charge as local ships cannot transport 

the whole amount of goods,” he said. 

 Bashir, however, said only VAT waiver will not solve the problem. The advance income tax should also be 

withdrawn as it is a capital good, he added. The demand for vessels has increased owing to soaring imports by 

the country resulting from the need for construction materials for infrastructure projects including Padma 

bridge, said Md Sakhawat Hossain, managing director of Western Marine Shipyard. 

 “I fully support the plan to waive VAT on import of vessels. But we will be affected if VAT waiver is offered to 

import small ships.” The VAT should be exempt for import of ships of more than 15,000 deadweight tonnage 

(DWT). Local shipbuilders have already made 8,000 DWT capacity vessels. So, VAT should not be withdrawn on 

import of ships of less than 15,000 DWT. “If so, none will be affected,” he added. 

 Most of the vessels owned by local ship owners have minimum capacity of 40,000 DWT and maximum 80,000 

DWT, Bashir said. “We are going to America, Canada, Russia and Australia with national flag. We go to all the 

ports of the world. The expertise that Bangladesh has got should not go in vain.” 

 

From: http://www.thedailystar.net/business/oceangoing-vessels-promise-great-returns-1546480  
 

ADP spending rises 35pc 

 The government's development spending rose 35 percent year-on-year to Tk 62,372 crore in the first eight 

months of 2017-18 thanks to increased use of foreign aid. Project aid utilisation increased 108 percent year-on-

year to Tk 25,341 crore during the period, according to the Implementation Monitoring and Evaluation Division. 

In comparison, the use of the government's own funds rose 14.36 percent to Tk 33,654 crore. 

 However, development spending by state-owned enterprises declined 15.19 percent to Tk 3,377 crore. For 2017-

18, the government set aside Tk 164,085 crore for development spending, which was revised down to Tk 157,594 

crore in the National Economic Council's meeting held on Tuesday. If the revised ADP is compared, ministries 

and divisions will have to spend Tk 95,222 crore in the next four months to utilise the full allocation. 

 The spending trend usually remains slow at the beginning of the year, which gets some momentum as the year 

progresses. Due to spending in haste, wastage of funds happens, economists say. However, Planning Minister 

AHM Mustafa Kamal on different occasions said the physical work of different projects goes on around the year. 

 The financial progress of any project can be calculated at the end of the month, when the contractors of the 

projects are paid, he said. Of the 15 large ministries and divisions that account for 80.83 percent of the 

allocation, five spent a higher amount than the average. 

 The five are: the power division 74.73 percent, local government division 49.01 percent, science and technology 

ministry 42.09 percent, road transport and highways division 37.10 percent and the energy and mineral 

resources division 35.42 percent. The railways ministry got the fourth highest allocation of Tk 13,001 crore in the 

current fiscal year. It spent only 12 percent of the allocation in the first eight months. 

 The Padma Rail Link project is the current ADP's biggest project, which got an allocation of Tk 7,600 crore, a 

planning ministry official said. China will provide two thirds of the project fund. But the expected expenditure is 

not increasing as the loan agreement has not yet been signed, the official said. The finance ministry has already 

received the draft loan agreement, which has been discussed in the inter-ministerial meeting. Very soon the loan 

agreement will be signed, a finance ministry official said. 

 However, the planning ministry official said they do not know how much money of the fund could be spent in 

the current fiscal year. The Padma bridge project is being implemented under the Bridges Division and most of 

the allocation of the Division is for the bridge project. However, the division spent only 27.05 percent of the total 

allocation of Tk 8,454 crore in the first eight months. 

 

From:  http://www.thedailystar.net/business/adp-spending-rises-35pc-1546474  
 

Germany becomes Bangladesh’s largest export market in Jul-Feb 

 Germany has once again emerged as Bangladesh’s largest export market overtaking the United States in July-

February of the current fiscal year 2017-18 due to slow growth in readymade garments export to US market. 

Earlier, Germany had overtaken the US for the first time as Bangladesh’s largest export market for the July-

November period of 2016-17 fiscal and then the US regained its position as the country’s largest export 

destination, according to Export Promotion Bureau data. 
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 Export earnings from Germany in the July-February period of FY18 stood at $3.92 billion which is $23.22 million 

higher than earnings from the US — $3.90 billion — in the period. Experts and exporters said that slowdown in 

export of RMG to US market pushed Germany to the top export destination. They termed the trend encouraging 

as slow growth in US market was covered by growth in another market.  

 Despite poor earnings growth from the beginning of the current fiscal, the US remained Bangladesh’s largest 

export destination until January this year and Germany went to the top of the list in February. At the end of 

2016-17 fiscal, export earnings from the US stood at $5.84 billion while the earnings from Germany were $5.47 

billion in the period, the EPB data showed. Earnings from Germany in exporting RMG in the first eight months of 

the FY18 were $3.70 billion which was $216.73 million higher than the earnings from the US — $3.48 billion — in 

the period, data showed. 

 ‘The slowdown in RMG export to the US was the main reason for Germany to overtake the US as Bangladesh’s 

largest export market. Another factor was duty-free market access of Bangladeshi products to European markets, 

including Germany,’ Centre for Policy Dialogue distinguished fellow Mustafizur Rahman told New Age on 

Saturday. 

 He said that Bangladesh was losing its competitive edge in US market as competitor countries, like Vietnam, 

were getting duty-free access to the market. ‘It is good for Bangladesh that the slowdown in US market is 

covered by growth in export earnings from Germany and other countries. But we should take moves for our 

strong presence in US market as the destination is important for Bangladesh,’ Mustafiz said. 

 According to data, export earnings from US in the July-February period of FY18 grew by 1.55 per cent to $3.90 

billion from $3.78 billion in the same period of FY17. The apparel export to US market in the period increased by 

1.64 per cent to $3.48 billion from $3.42 billion in the same period of FY17.  Export of RMG products to Germany 

in the first eight months of FY18 grew by 4.11 per cent to $3.70 billion from $3.55 billion in the same period of 

FY17. 

 Export earnings from most of the EU countries maintained a moderate growth in the July-February period of 

FY18. ‘Our competitor countries are gaining more market share in the US as Bangladesh is losing its competitive 

edge due to lack of strong backward linkage industry for woven products and failure in maintaining lead time,’ 

Abdus Salam Murshedy, president of Exporters Association of Bangladesh, told New Age. 

 He said that it was true the export earnings growth in US market in the current fiscal was not at the desired level 

but by the end of the year export target would be met as Bangladesh’s RMG sector had rebuilt its image 

successfully in the last three years. 

 Salam said that exporters should take moves to regain US market and the government should provide policy 

support considering the changed global scenario. Export earnings from the UK, the third highest export 

destination for Bangladesh, in the July-February period of FY18 increased by 17.66 per cent to $2.70 billion from 

$2.29 billion in the same period of FY 17.  

 Export earnings from France in the period grew by 5.26 per cent to $1.30 billion from $1.23 billion in the same 

period of last fiscal. According to the EPB data, export earnings from Canada in the eight months of FY18 grew 

by 8.64 per cent to $737.27 million from $678.61 million in the same period of FY17. 

 Export to Spain in the July-February period of FY18 grew by 24.39 per cent to $1.63 billion.  Export earnings from 

Poland in the period grew by 25.01 per cent to $641.47 million from $513.16 million in the same period of last 

fiscal. Export earnings from Japan increased by 4.08 per cent to $731.93 million in the period. Exports to China 

fell by 27.20 per cent to $459.11 million from $630.66 million in the same period of FY17. Export earnings from 

India grew by 13.60 per cent to $531.97 million from $468.25 million in the same period of FY17. 

 

From:   http://www.newagebd.net/article/36482/germany-becomes-bangladeshs-largest-export-market-in-jul-feb  
 

Capital Market 

 

Betting, brokers behind the scene 

 Kay & Que, listed on the Dhaka Stock Exchange as a Z category share, rose a staggering 293 percent in 2017. 

Likewise, Dulamia Cotton Mills gained 223 percent and Savar Refractories 193 percent in the same year. On the 

other hand, the blue-chip share index, DS30, representing the stocks of the large, well-established and financially 

sound companies, gained 25.32 percent. 

 Officials of the Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission pointed out two factors behind the unusual rise 

in the price of the Z category shares. First, some investors prefer Z category shares. Second, a few stockbrokers 

assist investors in buying the worst-performing shares, giving them margin loans and share netting 

opportunities in a breach of rules. 

 The margin loans and the share netting opportunities create hype about the Z category shares, said an official 

related to the investigation of the BSEC. The Z category is a trading platform for worst-performing companies. A 

share is grouped in this category if a company is out of operation, does not announce a dividend for a year or 

does not hold annual general meeting. 

 In 2009, the BSEC gave a directive not to extend margin loans to buy Z category shares in order to rein in their 

abnormal price hike. A BSEC investigation team found that at least 10 brokers extended margin loans to 
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investors to buy Z category shares in 2017 and 2018 and were duly penalised. The regulator also found that 

Dynamic Securities Consultants, Hedayetullah Securities and Associated Capital gave share netting opportunities 

to buy Z category shares, again in violation of a BSEC directive. They were penalised too. 

 Share netting is a financial adjustment facility that permits investors to buy and sell shares of the same company 

on the same day. “These stockbrokers don't represent the wider stockbroker community,” said Mostaque Ahmed 

Sadeque, president of the Dhaka Stock Exchange Brokers Association. Sometimes a few officials resort to 

wrongdoing but it brings bad repute for all stockbrokers, he added. 

 “The remedy is the small-cap board that is followed worldwide,” said Mohammed Rahmat Pasha, chief executive 

of UCB Capital Management. Institutional investors would make transactions in the small capital board only, 

which could curb the abnormal price hike of Z category shares. The DSE is working to set up a small capital 

platform. 

 “We can't stop people from buying these types of shares. We can only raise awareness,” said Saifur Rahman, 

spokesperson for the BSEC. But, if a broker assists investors in buying Z category shares the BSEC will penalise 

them, he added. 

 

From: http://www.thedailystar.net/business/betting-brokers-behind-the-scene-1546477 
 
BSEC committee gets five more days to select DSE’s strategic investor 

 The deadline for submission of a report on selection of a strategic investor of Dhaka Stock Exchange has been 

extended by five workdays. A review committee of stock market regulator Bangladesh Securities and Exchange 

Commission (BSEC) has been asked to submit the report on March 14. 

 The report was supposed to be submitted by Wednesday.  However, the deadline was extended as the 

committee’s convener BSEC Executive Director Forhad Ahmed Shikdar appealed to the BSEC chairman, seeking 

more time to review the DSC’s proposal to pick a Chinese consortium as its strategic investor and the 

clarifications sought from the DSE. 

 Earlier, the BSEC sought some clarification from the DSE of the proposed strategic partnership with the Chinese 

consortium comprised of Shenzhen Stock Exchange and Shanghai Stock Exchange. It also asked the DSE to 

explain the conditions the consortium had proposed as part of the deal to become a strategic investor of the 

premier bourse. 

 A DSE official seeking anonymity said the commission had found several inconsistencies in the Chinese proposal 

that conflict with Bangladeshi laws, and asked the DSE to explain them. Asked, DSE Managing Director KAM 

Majedur Rahman said: “BSEC sent us a letter seeking clarification of the Chinese consortium’s conditions, and we 

explained them to the commission on time” The DSE board of directors on February 19 decided to sell 25% of its 

shares to the consortium, considering it a strategic investor. 

 Later that week, the DSE submitted a proposal to the BSEC for approval of the deal. DSE officials said the 

Chinese consortium proposed the strategic partnership be formulated in accordance with Hong Kong laws. It 

also suggested the DSE board get approval from the consortium before taking any other strategic investor on 

board. 

 The consortium also recommended bringing some changes to the DSE charter, including getting its approval 

before issuing new shares and reconsidering the number of directors and other matters. The BSEC review 

committee, formed on February 22, in its observations said, however, that these conditions are illegal and there 

are no scopes for considering them. Majedur said: “The points the BSEC has raised are not major issues. 

 In their proposal, the consortium proposed to buy 25% shares of the DSE at a rate of Tk22 each. It also offered 

technical support of Tk307 crore and asked for a seat on the board, adding that it would not seek any return on 

its investment for a period of 10 years. A proposal was also received from National Stock Exchange (NSE) of 

India, which offered a lower price than that offered by the Chinese consortium. 

 NSE offered Tk15 per share for the same number of shares and demanded two seats on the DSE board. The 

Indian body offered technical support, but it did not clarify how much money it would spend. The DSE board 

said it considered the Chinese offer the best in terms of value and technical support. 

 DSE sources said the commission had put pressure on the DSE management to pick the NSE over the 

consortium as the strategic partner. The sources claimed that the BSEC’s challenge of the second strategic 

partnership condition was a further attempt to include the NSE exchange in the deal. 

 

From:   http://www.dhakatribune.com/business/stock/2018/03/09/bsec-committee-gets-five-days-select-dses-strategic-

investor/  
 

CSE gets another year to find a strategic investor 

 They failed to meet the deadline and it was extended by a year The Chittagong Stock Exchange (CSE) was 

granted an extension by Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission (BSEC) to find a strategic partner. 

They failed to meet the deadline and it was extended by a year. The decision was made during BSEC’s 633rd 

meeting on Wednesday, March 7. 
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 The Dhaka Stock Exchange (DSE) has only recently decided to pick the Hong Kong-based Shanghai-Shenzhen 

consortium as it a strategic investor, after taking several extensions. It submitted a proposal to the BSEC to this 

end. 

 The decision to extend the deadline for CSE was made during a meeting of the commission held on March 1. An 

application from the CSE was submitted to the BSEC on Tuesday. The letter said that CSE is currently working on 

determining potential strategic investors. They have already sent letters to 46 stock exchanges and 42 

institutional investors. 

 The commission sent a directive to both the exchanges last December saying both would have to sign deals with 

strategic partners and carry out all relevant work within March 8. It also asked for progress reports. Both the 

bourses have applied to the BSEC for extension, having failed to the meet the deadline. L 

 

From:   http://www.dhakatribune.com/business/stock/2018/03/09/cse-gets-another-year-find-strategic-investor/  
 

Fuel & Power 

 

Like LPG, govt leaves auto-gas pricing to private players 

 Like Liquefied Petroleum Gas used in cooking, the government has also left the pricing issue of autogas, LPG 

used in vehicles, to the private players ignoring the legal entitlement of the Bangladesh Energy Regulatory 

Commission. The Bangladesh Energy Regulatory Commission Act- 2003 made it mandatory for the energy sector 

players including those operating or willing to operate LPG business to obtain license from the commission, said 

officials. 

 Until now, owners of some 16 auto-gas filling stations have not obtained licenses from the commission and they 

charge Tk 50 to Tk 54 per litre of auto-gas, said the officials involved in the business. Liquefied Petroleum Gas is 

called ‘auto-gas’ when it is used in motor vehicles. Energy division secretary Nazimuddin Chowdhury on Monday 

told New Age that the market would determine the price of LPG or auto-gas. 

 The commission had nothing to do with the pricing of LPG, he said, adding that the government had created a 

competitive market by allowing a good number of private companies in the business which would enable 

consumers to get fuel at reasonable prices. Issues like quality and safety were the areas where the authorities 

concerned would have to focus, the energy division secretary said. 

 He made the remarks at a time when there is demand for intervention of the energy commission in regulating 

the fast growing market of LPG in cooking as well as in vehicles. The government drew severe criticism for not 

allowing the energy commission to regulate the LPG market so that the consumers could get it at a reasonable 

price. 

 Different private companies have planned to set up 50-60 auto-gas filling stations across the country in 2018 

increasing the total number to 70 to 80, said private entrepreneurs. Consumers Association of Bangladesh 

energy adviser M Shamsul Alam said that the government was not at all interested in protecting the consumers’ 

interests and bureaucrats were there to protect the interests of businesses. 

 ‘There is no competition in any market of a commodity in Bangladesh as business syndicates determine the 

prices in absence of regulations,’ he observed. Energy commission member Md Abdul Aziz Khan said that it 

would take more time to bring all the energy sector utilities under the commission’s umbrella. 

 Azam J Chowdhury, a director of Omera Petroleum Limited that operates an auto-gas filling station in Dhaka, 

said that the entrepreneurs set the price of the fuel as there was no benchmark set out by the government or 

the regulatory commission. He claimed that the suppliers would feel secure if there were proper regulations in 

place and a regulatory body protecting the interests of both the suppliers and consumers. 

 Azam also said that the energy commission could prepare a pricing formula for LPG instead of determining 

specific price in a bid to address the always changing behaviour of its price in the international market. Private 

companies in Bangladesh import propane and butane, ingredients of LPG, and bottle at their respective plants 

before supplying across the country. 

 On February 2, Omera in a joint venture with Japanese Saisan Co Ltd started operation of its auto-gas filling 

station at Tejgaon area in Dhaka. While addressing the inaugural ceremony as a chief guest, state minister for 

power, energy and mineral resources Nasrul Hamid said that the private sector has made significant 

advancement in the sector while the energy division was yet to prepare for the new fuel option. 

 

From:   http://www.newagebd.net/article/36481/like-lpg-govt-leaves-auto-gas-pricing-to-private-players  

 

Company Specific  

 

BSEC body turns down GP plea for redefining ‘insiders’ 

 The Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission committee formed to evaluate Grameenphone’s proposal 

for modifying the definition of ‘insiders’ has rejected it. The committee observes that the existing law is 

appropriate in the context of Bangladesh and in line with international practices. 

http://www.dhakatribune.com/business/stock/2018/03/09/cse-gets-another-year-find-strategic-investor/
http://www.newagebd.net/article/36481/like-lpg-govt-leaves-auto-gas-pricing-to-private-players
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 The mobile operator on August 17 last year requested the commission to revise the ‘insiders’ perimeter saying 

that the existing definition was inconclusive and open to wider interpretations as it included apparently all and 

sundry in a company. 

 The commission on October 19 last year formed a three-member committee to analyse ‘insiders’ periphery as 

demanded by the operator and asked the committee to submit its assessment to the commission in 30 working 

days. The committee, after evaluating the proposal, reported that the ‘insider’ definition quoted in the securities 

rules was in line with the international practices and appropriate for all kinds of listed companies in the capital 

market of Bangladesh, BSEC officials said. 

 They said that the commission should not limit the ‘insiders’ only keeping in mind a company as it might hurt 

the interest of investors in the capital market. According to the commission’s Insider Trading Rules, an insider 

has been defined as ‘any such person who is a director, principal stock holder, managing agent, banker, auditor, 

adviser, officer or employee of any company; and the person who has the possibility of knowing any price-

sensitive information because of the connection with the companies’ high-ups. 

 The commission made the rules to check the stock market manipulation through the employees of a company 

by getting PSI. The GP said that officer or employee as mentioned in the definition also include even a front 

desk/support staff of a company, who have the remotest possibility to access unpublished PSI. ‘In the present 

day context, such an open-ended directive without terminology perimeter does not seem to be very helpful for 

the management to monitor and control the unlawful insider trading in the company,’ said the mobile operator. 

 The company also said that in India, Malaysia, Thailand and Norway, they include employee as an insider who 

had direct or indirect access to unpublished PSI or was responsible to allow such access, which was absent in 

Bangladesh context under the insider trading rules. The executives in insider trading rules should also have some 

limit to make it meaningful and feasible, it said. 

 Telenor, a listed company on the Oslo Stock Exchange and the holding of Grameenphone, had advised all its 

listed subsidiaries around the world to maintain the list of its ‘insiders’ so as to monitor and control unlawful 

insider trading. The operator said it was facing a difficulty in maintaining the list as the definition of insiders was 

not well-defined.  

 The GP concluded by requesting that a revised, updated and modernised insider trading regulations was 

necessary with simplified interpretation of the term ‘insider’ together with officer or employee for better 

comprehension and improved culture of compliance. 

 On the other hand, the BSEC committee, after analyzing around 18 countries including developed and 

developing countries, found that their definition of ‘insider’ in those countries was like that maintained in 

Bangladesh. They also said that they must consider local culture and customs maintaining the governance at a 

company in Bangladesh where even the gateman knows inside information of a company.  

 

From:   http://www.newagebd.net/article/36397/bsec-body-turns-down-gp-plea-for-redefining-insiders  
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